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Abstract

Contributed papers of the seminar on burning plasma

held at UCLA are collected. Paper on "overview of reacting

plasma project" described aim and philosophy of R-Project

in Japan. Paper on "Burning plasma and requirements for

design" gave theoretical aspect of reacting plasma physics

while paper on "plasma container, heating and diagnostics"

treated experimental aspect. Tritium handling is essential

for the next step experiment; therefore, paper on "Tritium

problems in burning plasma experiments" took an important

part of this seminar. As appendix, paper on "a new type

of D ion source using Si-semiconductor" was added because

such an advanced R & D work is essential for R-Project.



"Overviev; of Reacting Plasma Project at IPP Japan"

by

Akira HIYAHARA
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§1. Introduction

It is my great pleasure that I can join this workshop to

discuss the reacting plasma projects of both countries, because

this is really the most important subject of today's fusion

researches. Since the Japanese government has decided to finance

JT-60 of JAERI at Tokai, the scientific committee of the Institute

of Plasma Physics started to discuss its future plan, because it

had been built as a research center of plasma physics and nuclear

fusion researches all over the country.

The members of scientific committee consist of the active

specialists in plasma physics and fusion researches, and come from

almost all the universities and organizations in Japan, including

JAERI and ETL. • The discussions at the committee are mainly con-

centrated on "what is the next step plan?". At first, only the

way to TNS was assumed along the line of INTOR, because everybody

believes many physical problems of tokamak will be solved by using

JT-6 0.

But after some detailed analyses of the present status, the

following opinion has become prevailing that a future plan of our

institute must be reacting plasma experiment with tokamak smaller

than JT-60. JT-60 must be of course highly appreciated because of

its challenging character of physics and engineering to achieve

high temperature and density plasmas, and longer pulse operation,

but we must notice that r.o tritium experiment is planned in JT-60.

At first glance, the conclusion to build smaller sized and lower Q

valued machine as the next step seems to be ridiculous. However,

physics and engineering of a reactor-relevant tokamak, for ex-

ample, IKTOR, is too difficult and too risky. We must reduce the
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technological problems by the aid of advanced plasma physics and

plasma science, otherwise we would not be able to construct a

machine like INTOR in following several years.

These are the reasons that we have chosen the R-project as

the next step of the Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya.

The main objects of this project are :

(1) to study burning plasma physics,

(2) to built up of D+T fusion plasma and develop advanced plasma

science considerations,

(3) to develop fusion engineering,

(4) to establish reliable operation, including repair and main-

tenance, with NBI and/or r.f. heated plasma.

Plasma and device parameters, the schedule and capital equip-

ment cost of the project are illustrated in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

§2. Items to be discussed at the workshop

2-1 Burning p.issma physics requi rements for machine designs

Problems to be studied are,

(1) thermal instability,

(2) thermonuclear instabilities,

(3) radial electric field due to fusion-product losses, and

(4) others.

They are important problems in all the magnetic confined

plasmas and must be investigated under realistic plasma condi-

tions. Some people propose that such investigations can be done

by energetic particle injection into hydrogen plasma, but unfor-

tunately this technique is under development and the situation is

not easy to simulate. Plasma and device parameters are determined
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to fulfill the requirements of 70 % a-particle trapping.

2-2 Description of devices

Device parameters are as illustrated in Table 1, while these

are still flexible and will be fixed after two years R & D efforts

of both plasma physics and plasma engineering.

Design principles of the device are as follows;

(1) more plasma physical approach must be introduced to reduce the

difficulties of hardware, e.g., circular plasma and non-

divertor scenario,

(2) fusion engineering considerations must proceed in the initial

stage of investigation so as to achieve reasonable design, and

(3} to perform reliable and reproducible operation like a high

energy particle accelerator.

2-3 Tritium, systems

Device design and operation will suffer from the strong in-

fluence caused by tritium introduction, although the amount of

-10 Ci is limited. , The problems of tritium introduction are

globally divided into tv/o categories, so as to say, one is the

change of situation of such device characteristics as exhaust,

wall related problems, back stream to NBI and so on, and the other

is the environmental problems caused by tritium release, high

energy neutron induced radioactivities.

The former is closely related to plasma wall interaction and

the latter is shielding, remote handling and another fusion

engineering problems.

2-4 Advanced R & D

In order to achieve self-consistent design of device, tremen-

dous efforts for R & D must be done. It seems rather difficult to
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design the reasonable device within the frame work of present-cay

candidate materials, technology and plasma science. This means

that organized investigations are necessary to enlarge the popula-

tion of candidates und̂ -r v/ell-def ined problem conception. At the

moment, KB I and another types of heating devices, wall material

developments, special diagnostics for ct-particles, superconductor

and shielding are major problems to be solved.

2-5 Operation, assembly. Rite and faci1 itiPR

Operation, assembly, repair and maintenance are the important

items for the conceptual design of fusion reactor. It is very

strange that these items are not discussed for the present

devices, although they are very poor in operation during their

life time, and moreover, we do not know how to obtain good

reproducible KBI heated plasma.

Problems of site and facilities are very important especially

for reacting plasma experiment, because the number of tritium

shots will be limited partly from this consideration.

§3. Relation between R-project and JT-60

As everybody knows, JT-60 project started five years ago.

Specific diferences between JT-60 and R-project are as follows:

Discharge time Q Tritium retention

JT-60

R-project

up to 15

1.5

sec

sec 0

*
1

.2-0.4

* equivalent Q

no

~10 3 Ci

value
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Long pulse operation is one of the specific feature of JT-60

that makes possible to attain steady state of plasma recycling at

wall. R-project, on the other hand, characteristic feature is the

operstion v.'ith tritium. This will introduce a lot of problems,

for instance, wall inventory, exhaust, and environment beside

burning physics studies. Comparison of parameters are listed in

Table 4.

§4. Conclusion

In conclusion, I would like tc remark the status of R-project

and the time schedule of fusion development. Now, we are standing

on the start point of fusion science. The effort to achieve fu-

sion must be dene from two sides, namely, fusion science and ener-

gy conversion. Both of them must be continued seriously, or else

it will be rather difficult to arrive at fusion target in

reasonable term.

We have now recognized another problem that we have con-

fronted too many difficulties to be solved although we started to

construct JT-60, TFTR and JET and issued first draft of INTOR

design. "How shall we overcome these difficulties?" Is there suf-

ficient number of candidate plasma physics, engineerings and

materials at hand? The answer is NO. We must look for more can-

didates, or, better to say, do more challenging vork to increase

population of the candidate under good organization and good

problem definition. These should be carried out by the near term

TNS for nuclear fusion research, R-project.
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Table 1. PIasna and device parameters

Minor radius

Major radius

Plasma volume

Plasma surface

Plasira current

Toroidal field

Safety factor

Number of coils

Total magnetomotive force

Magnetic flux of -air core transformer

Discharge time

NBI pulse length

NBI power into the plasma

MBI acceleration voltage

NBI injection angle

ICRH and LHRH power

0.6 m

2.1 m

15 m3

50 m2

1.8 MA

5 T

2.5

14

53 MAT

15 V sec

1.5 sec

1.0 sec

15 MW

120 keV

+ 20 parallel

> 5 MW
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Tar-ig 2. Scpqriiil e of the rsnf+ino piasna project

1981 - 12S3 Preparations" and designs

1984 - 1988 Construction and hydrogen experiments to test

advanced plasma engineerings

1989 - 1990 D-T reacting plasma experiments

Table 3. capital equipment cost

for tokamak systems approximately $200,000,000.

Others incl. power station

and building approximately $150,000,000,

Table 4. Comparison of nl?<;n;

between R-nroiect and .TT-60 tokamak

Items

Plasma major radius

Plasma minor radius

Aspect ratio

Toroidal field

Plasma current

Discharge time

Heating input

R-project tokamak

2..1 m

0.6 m

3.5

5 T

1.8 MA

1.5 sec

15 HW

JT-60 tokamak

3.0 m

0.95 m

3.2

4.5 T

2.7 HA

10 sec

30 HW
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"Burning Plasma Physics"

- Requirements for Designs -

by

Hiromu HOHOTA

Institute of Plasma Physics,

Nagoya University, Kagoya 464, Japan
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In a fusion reacting plasma, a thermodynaisic non—souilibrium

may be introduced due to fusion produced energetic charged par-

ticles. These energetic particles are 3.5 MeV alpha-particles in

a D-T fusion, and various turbulences may be excited attributed to

the associated free energy. The prime motivation of our "REACTING

PLASMA EXPERIMENTS" is to study phenomena associated with fusion

reactions in plasma. Methods of reacting plasma controls will be

developed.

The typical aspects of reacting plasmas may be thermal in-

stability, various thermonuclear instabilities, and rapid losses

of energetic alpha-particles and related plasma losses. A brief

review of these" aspects will be described here and requirements

for the plasma parameters so as to study the burning plasma

physics will be exhibited.

Thermal Instability

A characteristic of fusion reacting plasmas may be a plasma

heating by means of fusion produced alpha-particles n n_<ov>_mQ n.
D I D A Ct

The quantity Q is the energy released as alpha-particles 3.5 MeV

and ri is the trapping efficiency of energetic alpha-particles.

The reaction rate paraneter for D-T reaction <av> is the func-

tion of temperture T. Then the energy balance of the plasma may

be described by the equation :

3 ne T F T = nD nT < a v >DT Q a
 n ~ 3 ne T + P ' (1)

where x is the energy confinement time and ? is the input power

to the plasma ( KBI and/or RF heating ) .
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Assuming the temperature in a stationary plasma ( 8/3t=0 ) to

be T and infinitesimal change from T to be 6T, we are able- to

see the time evolution of 61 in the equation:

, - <av>
3 n e i { T = t T-̂ -( nj, nT Qa n — 5 ^ -

3 n
|- )] &T . (2)

T T

E T=TQ

The quantity 8/3T(<av> /T) is usually positive and it gives rise

to a thermal instability in a fusion reacting plasma. The

stability criterion depends on the scaling of x . If the beta-

value of a plasma is close to the critical onef the quantity

3/3T(3n /T ) becomes a positive large value and plasma is stable.

However, in the case of a very low-beta plasma, temperature

dependence of the energy confinement is not clear. If x is in-

dependent of T, the stability criterion takes the form:

Q n < -g 1 , (3)
p Qa T-^ln [ <av> D T/T]

where Q is the plasma Q-value defined by the ratio of the fusion

power to the input power. The value of r.h.s. on this equation it

illustrated in Fig. 1.

A feed-back control of this thermal instability may be

provided by changing the value n by applying up-down asymmetric

rippled magnetic field as was proposed by Jassby ( Fig. 2 ). Fig.

3 shows the results of particle simulation of energetic alpha-

particle trapping. The trapping efficiency n depends on the plas-
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ma current and decreases by applied asymmetric ripple.

Unfortunately, it is impossible for us to realize a complete

feed-back stabilizing system. It is because that the critical

value of Q n for the thermal instability is typically 5, and for

the purpose of obtaining the thermal instability, it is required

to have a very large device ( Q £ 6 ) . Therefore, our studies are

restricted to study motions of energetic alpha-particles and to

analyze the roles of the applied rippled magnetic field.

Thermonuclear Instabila hies

The velocity of fusion produced alpha-particles v =1.3*10

m/sec usually exceeds the Alfven velocity c of magnetized fusion

plasmas. If a plasma is stationary and slowing down of alpha-

particle is classical, then the distribution function of alpha-

particles has no hump (i.e., ^/3v (f (v )) < 0 ) . However, a hun-.p

on the high energy tail of the distribution function of alpha-

particles may appear in some situations. Start-up of a reacting

plasma is typical situation.

In this situation, alpha-particles Cherenkov emit Alfven

v/aves or cyclotron waves under the condition that v. << c < va

<<v . In a toroidal plasma, a thermonuclear Alfven instability

seems most dangerous for a confinement of fusion reacting plasmas.

It is because that an excited Alfven waves are electro-magnetic

nature and it has a possibility of destroying magnetic surfaces of

an equilibrium configuration.

A linear theory predicts that a thermonuclear Alfven in-

stability grows if the condition:
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n /n > 10"5

a e

(4)

holds. The quantity T is the slowing dov;n collision time of

slpha-particles. However, in order to study appreciable effects,

2
the free energy (1/2) n m v should be comparable to the plasma

energy 2a T , yielding the requirement

n a / n e > 1 0~ 3 ' ( 5 )

Figure 4 shows the value n /n as a function of ternDerature T, and
a e

Fig. 5 shews the ratio v /c for various values of n and B^.

These graphs shov; us that it requires to make the temperature and

20 -3
the density of the plasma over 10 keV and 10 m , respectively,

for the magnetic field between 4 and 6 Tesla. Other thermonuclear

instabilities are also to be studied. These are high frequency

{ a) ̂  w ) thermonuclear cyclotron instabilities and ther-
ca

monuclear drift instabilities.

The studies of these thermonuclear instabilities and related

phenomena may be the most important programs in our experiments.

] El 9rt'"i a Fieirl? and Parti C.IP Losses

Since alpha-particles have large Larmor radius, their loss

flux r^ may be large compared to other species. This alpha-

particles' loss flux may leads to a radial electric field.
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This radial electric field affects the transport of plasma

ions and electrons. The relationship among these particle fluxes

is the important problem to be clarified.

Another effect of the radial electric field is the rotation

E /E of a plasma column. The period x of the rotation is

T = "?„ . (6)

If the connection length of a tokair.ak qR is larger than the

distance of energy transport along the line of force within the

time x, i.e., qR > c x , the charge neutralization along the lines
5

of force may be destroyed, loosing an equilibrium. This effect

may be studied in., connection with the feed-back control of thermal

instability by applying an external up-down asymmetric ripple.

Requirement for Plasma Parameters

a) In order to study the thermonuclear instabilities, plasma

temperature should be larger than 10 keV ( Fig. 4 ) and

b) plasma density should be larger than 10 m for a toroidal

magnetic field between 4 and 6 Tesla.

c) Further, most of fusion produced alpha-particles should be

trapped. Fig. 3 shov.'s that a trapping efficiency of 70 % is

obtained by applying plasma current of 1.5 MA.

cp of Device Parameters

Under the required plasma parameters:

T{0) = 10 keV
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n (0) = 102°m 3

e

I =1.5 MA
P

and the technological restriction that the aspect ratio R/'a lies

between 3.5 and 4.0, we write down various combinations of device

parameters ( Table 1 ).

A certain combination of parameters requires strong toroidal

magnetic field and another set requires a very low q operation.
a

The most favourable balance can be seen in a set of parameters of

a = 0.6 m

R = 2.1 mI =
p

BT =

a =
"a

1

5

2

.5 MA

Tesla

,86

Following Alcator scaling, the energy confinement time T is
E

60^150 msec. Hence, heating pov/er for this plasma should be

30^12 MK. Estimated values are listed in Table 2, here 18 MW of

heating and Frascatti scalings have been assumed.
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Table 1 Choice of Device Parameters

T(0) = 10 keV

I p = 1 . 5 - 2 MA

n(0) = 10 2 0 m 3

R/ap = 3 . 5 ^ 4

D
(MA)

a trapping

R/a

R

V

BT

%

I p

(m)

(m3)

(T)

(MA)

a trapping

R/a

R

V

BT

(m)

(m3)

(T)

(MA)

a trapping

R/a

R

V

BT

(m)

(m3)

(T)

3

1

4

5

1.9

3

1

8

5

2.4

a =

.5

.4

.4

6

2.

a =

.5

75

6

6

2.

a =

3.

2.

14.

5

2.86

5

1

9

6

3.

0

1

0

3

0

1

0

86

0.

1.

0.

43

. 4 m

.5

.74

1

5

5

1.7

.5 m

.5

74

1

<

9

5

2.1

6 m

5

74

4

.6

.0

6

2.0

1

I

8

6

2.5

4

2.

17.

5

2.5

4

0

6

3

3

1

4

5

1.4

3

1

8

5

1.79

3.

2.

14.

5

2.14

.5

.4

.4

6

1.

.5

75

6

6

2.:

5

1

9

6

2

0

7

2

0

L

2.

C

2.57

.0

.83

4

1.6

5.0

5

1.25

6

1.5

.0

.83

4

2

9.8

5

1.56

6

1.88

0

83

4

2.4

17.0

5

1.88

6

2.25
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Table 2 Estimated Plasma Parameters by Assuming

Frascatti Scaling

R (m)

a (m)

BT (T)

Ip (MA)

Pj (MW)

Vloop (V)

n(0) (m"3)

<n> (m~3)

Te(0) (keV)

<Tg> (keV)

Ti(0) (keV)

<Ti> (kev)

e (%)
TEe (sec)

T E ± (sec)

T E (sec)

Device

Plasma

0

1

10

Parameters

2.1

0.6

5.0

1.5

Parameters

20

0.69

18

io20

5xlO19

4.25

2.125

16.7

8.35

0.84

0.082

8.7

0.389
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"Plasma Container, Heating and Diagnostics"

presented by

Yasuji HAMADA

Institute of Plasma Physics,

Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan
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Abstract

In this talk, a little more detailed description of the R-tokair.ak,

the strategy of plasma wall interaction, heating by NBI and RF and

the diagnostics will be given.
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1. Desicn Philosophy

Reacting DT machine shoti] rl have simple structure as much as

possible for machine reliability and experimental accessibility

especially in R-project.

On the other hand, the plasma size of R-project should be as

small as possible from budget restriction. Therefore R-project

will employs

(1) small plasma with circular cross section,

(2) hybrid external poloidal coils,

(3) non-divertor scenario for impurity control,

(4) large additional heating power per unit volume.

Consequently, technology required to this machine becames rela-

tively acceptable but advanced plasma engineering is required.

One of the most risky problem in R-project is above advanced plas-

ma engineering which, however, in any case will be required in fu-

ture large DT tokamaks to mitigate crucial requirements to tech-

nology. Therefore advanced plasma engineering is the other impor-

tant object of R-project.

2. Plasma Container

Table I shows the main parameters of the R-tokamak. Its size

is just between PLT and TFTR.

The layout of the torus is shown in Fig. 1. Fairly good ac-

cess may be obtained to the tokamak by reducing number of the

poloidal coil to 5 in upper poloidal plane. The increase of

number of poloidal coils larger than 6 does not help much for the

hybrid poloidal coil design.
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In this design its function may be divided into two parts,

one is the generation of the equilibcium vertical field and the

other is that of OH field. The equilibrium field also produces an

electric field along the plasma column and about half of the total

magnetic flux will be ascribed to the equiliblium vertical field.

The value of L I qives 9 V-s for the plasma current of 1.8 fiA.
P P ^

Taking into consideration the resistivity of the plasma column, 15

V-s may be needed. Further study of the hybrid poloidal coil

system will be continued.

As for the toroidal coil, low ripple less than few % at the

plasma surface to minimize ripple loses of fast ions is required.

The chosen number is 14 and the center of the vacuum vessel is

shifted 30 cm inside to that of the toroidal coil.

Total inagnetmotive force of 53 HAT is necessary for 5T

toroidal field at the center of the vacuum vessel and the current
2

density will be 28 A/mm . 10 second square wave current pulse in-

creases the coil temperature by 46 degree. The maximum stress in
2

the copper will be 15 kg/mm .

3. NBI Heating ?nd Plasma Parameter

In order to estimate the plasma parameters attainable by the

intense NBI heating, a one dimensional simulation code are em-

ployed. It is assumed that the plasma current grows up to 1.8 HA

in 0.3 s from the formation of the toroidal plasma and is kept at

the constant current. A 15 MW 120 keV deuterium beam is injected

19
into ohmically heated tritium plasma of average density of 10

m . Figure 2 shows the time behaviors of the plasma parameters

at the plasma center. The following empirical transport coef-
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ficients are adoptee:

19 2
electron thermal transport coefficient X =5*10 /n (in /s)

e e

ion thermal transport coefficient X.=3x(X.)
l I neoclassical

diffusion coefficient D=X /12 + Ware pinch
e

As can be seen in Fig. 2, when we can control impurities suf-

ficiently, required condition for burning physics, i.e., n a/
n 5

-3 19 -3
10 is satisfied. This means that we can keep n(0)>5~10xl0 m
and T.(0)>10 keV for 0.7 sec.

4. Impurity Control

Reacting plasma project is going to have heating power of 18

MW, and its pulse length will be 1 second. The thermal wall

-2
loading of one second pulse must be smaller than 5 MWm to avoid

the evaporation of the first wall materials. Thus, the area which

2

contacts directly with the plasma should be larger than 3 m .

This rather large area may be unobtainable by the ordinary

poloidal and toroidal limiters unless a very accurate control of

the plasma position and shape becomes possible.

In R-project a concept of wall-lapping plasma is now

discussed for the increase of the contacting area of the plasma

with the first wall. As is shown in Fig. 3 a small helical mag-

netic field of ^=3 produces an ergodic layer of the magnetic line

of force near the plasma boundary. Rotating helical magnetic

field will help the plasma to contacts uniformly with the first

wall of the large area through the ergodic layer.

The scaling law of the scrape-off layer plasma predicts that

the boundary plasma temperature will be around 1 keV when the

center plasma temperature is heated up to 10 keV and strong edge
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cooling can not be expected. This high boundary temperature will

inhibit the use of metal as a first wall material via ion induced

sputtering and self sputtering in case of circular non-divertor

plasma. Therefore, low Z materials of the first wall might be re-

quired and R and D on the low Z materials is under way. Its

details are given in different talk.

5. RF Heetino

The attractiveness of RF heating and encouraging results from

PLT, DIVA, JFT-II and JIPP T-II lead us to take ICRF and LHH as

alternatives to NBI heating. In RF heating experiment, RF energy

first goes to high energy particles and efficient high energy tail

formations are observed. This fact also help to have TCT effect

in DT plasma. Furthermore the energy clamping of the injected NBI

beam by RF may be expected which will contribute to the additional

increase of TCT effect.

In Fig. 4, the schematics of the layout of ICRF antennas in

R-tokamak is shown. By 7 sets of antennas and operating in D

minority Tritium plasma 15 MW RF energy may couple with the plasma

as a possible alternative to NBI heating. As a supporting program

to R-project, 3.5 MW 40 MHz ICRF power wil." .-̂  applied to modified

JIPP T-II torus. Power up of LKH experiments at JIPP T-II is also

considered as a possible candidate of RF heating in R-tokamak. 1

MW heating experiment in JIPP T-II is planned in 1983.

6. Diagnostics

Many diagnostics have been developed so far in Japan. Here

we are going to pick up newly developed method of diagnostics
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v.'hich may be important to R-project.

(i) FIR interferometer with He-Ne vibration compensation,

(ii) Double path Fourier transform spectroscopy.

(iii) Visible continium measurement for the determination of Z ef-

fective,

iiv) Lithium beam probe method for plasma current profile

measurement.

(v) CW FIR scattering method for the microinstability measure-

ment.

The layout of the diagnostic apparatus, NBI around the torus is

shown in Fig. 5. In JIPP T-II, the horizontal position of the

plasma column is controlled by real-time computer system and the

data acquisition "system for T ,T.,n , is handled by the large com-

puter M-200.

R-tokarnak will be fully controlled by the computer hierarchy.

Reference

1) T. Tazima and M. Sugihara, JAREI-M8390(1979)
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The layout of the Torus

Fig. 2 Time behaviour of the plasma parameter of R-tokamak

by one-dimensional computer simulation.

15 MW, 120 keV, Deuterium beam is injected into

plasma.

Fig.3 Destruction of magnetic surfaces by resonant helical

field. Plasma current 1.5 MA, Helical coil current

3 kA. Helical coil is on the solid circle.

Fig. 4 The layout of the ICRF antenna in R-tokamak

Fig. 5 The layout of the experimental area.
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PLASMA DEVICE PARAMETERS

Minor radius 0.6 m

Major radius 2.1 m

Plasma volume 15 m3

Plasma surface 50 m2

Plasma current 1.8 MA

Toroidal field 5 T

Safty factor 2.5

Number of coils 14

Total magnetomotive force 53 MAT

Magnetic flux of air
core transformer 15V sec

Discharge length 1.5 sec

NBI pulse length 1.0 sec

NBI power into plasma 15 MW

NBI acceleration voltage 120 keV

NBI injection angle +20° parallel

ICRH & LHRH power >5 MW

Table 1
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Fig. 5
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"Tritium Problems in Burning Plasma Experiments, Japan'

by

Kazutaka KAWAKURA

Professor, Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors.

Tokyo Institute of Technology.
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Since the tritium is the isotope of hydrogen, the various

behaviours of tritium against materials are very similar to those

of hydrogen. In addition to those properties, tritium shows the

radiochemical and radiological reactivities due to an emitted

3-ray. The permeability of tritium through various materials is

the example of the former, the formation of tritiated methane in

tritium, contained in stainless steel vessel and the increase of

helliurc content in tritium-bearing metallic materials are the ex-

amples of the latter. This is a reason why the advanced, but

somewhat more complicated techniques for handling tritium are re-

quired. In proceeding with the reacting plasma project, we have

to do much works concerned with not only fuel refining, injection,

recovery, fuel clean up, isotope separation and storage, but con-

tainment, detritiation, analysis and monitoring.

Let us first consider the present and near-term status of

tritium handling activities in Japan from both domestic and inter-

national standpoints.

1. Since the gathering of various scientific and engineering

informations are limited due to the strategic material of

tritium, the proposed systems for reacting plasma project

would be mainly designed by the scientific and engineering

data obtained from our own experiments.

2. In order to promote the tritium handling technology, some

parts of the tritium research activities would be used up

to the field of educational and training activities.

3. The safety in tritium handling would be ranked as the first

place and the concentration of effluent tritium from the

system, even at the emergency, should be kept less than the
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legal value.

4. The tritium used to reacting plasma project, if possible,

v.'ould be imported.

5. The tritium handling system includes only the fuel

refining, injection, recovery, storage and waste gas treat-

ment, but excludes the fuel clean up and isotope separa-

tion. That is, the fuel is not recycled but is recovered

and stored.

It is noted that the above cited status is only applicable to

the case of reacting plasma project.

It follows, therefore, that the tentatively proposed tritium

handling system, required for reacting plasma project is as fol-

lows; the tritium handling flow system is indicated by solid line

in Fig. 1 and the flow system indicated by dotted line will be

waited to the future work. Most research activities have to be

focussed on how to contain the tritium in the above system and how

to decrease the tritium release to the environment. It is thus

necessary to solve many difficulties experienced in small-scale

tritium handling system, then to extend from the small-scale ex-

periment to the above system. The schedule for safety research

is shown in Table 1.

Let us next discuss the details of the system.

1. Fu°l Refini no

Since tritium purchased from manufacturer contains the He

gas due to the disintegration of tritium, it is necessary to

purify tritium before injection in reaction chamber. The cur-

rently ongoing methods in Japan are based on the hot metal bed
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such as titanium, rare earth metals ( and uranium ) and on the

Pd-Ag membrane. Although the evaluation on both methods is now

under way, the hot metal bed will be used for this project.

2. Waste Gas Treatment, Recovery and Storage

Since the fuel is not recycled, the recovered tritium must be

stored for later reclamation. The method selected, however,

depends mainly on the stored chemical forms of tritium. If the

tritium is stored as the tritiated water, the catalytic oxidizer

such as copper oxide or palladiuir.-doped alumina and molecular

sieve can be used for waste gas treatment and recovery. If

tritium is stored as the metal tritide, the active metal bed can

be used. The evaluation on both methods is being continued.

3. Final Storage and Fixation of Tritisted Waste in Concrete

Tritium contaminated wastes will be decontaminated in glove

box sealed-off from a facility, contained in steel drums and

cemented finally. Much works on the reduction of tritium release

rate from the drum, the effective solidifing method of impregnated

reagents (e.g., wax and polymer etc. ) which prevent the release

of tritium from drum by filling the pore of concrete are being

initiated in universities.

4. Environmental, Personal and Operational Safety System

Since tritium is the isotope of hydrogen, the abilities of

tritium to absorb on materials, to permeate through materials and

to release from gasket make complete containment of tritium an ex-

tremely difficult task. It is, however, required that the release

of tritium from tritium system in which the releases from vacuum

pump oil and reactor vessel at maintenance are included is to keep

the value, even below stipulated limits, as low as practicable.
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Suppose the rate of release from system to the total inven-

tory of tritium in system is less than 10 /day, the maximum

release v.'ill be 0.14 Ci/day. This value corresponds to 0.1 Ci/day

at the site of 1000 HW(th) BWR. In the proposed system the heat

exchanger through which most of tritium permeate to environment is

not installed, the ratio of release from system to the total in-

ventory of tritium in system should be kept the value less than

10 /day under the power-generated routine operation.

In order to proceed further v/ith this project, the works to

be overcome are;

i) Tritium Monitoring Technology Detection, Qualitative

and Quantitative Analysis of extremely low-level Tritium,

ii) Computer-actuated and controlled Monitoring System,

iii) Detritiation Technology.

iv) Design and Construction of Dual Tubing and Dual vessel,

v) Tests on Surface Contamination (e.g., Absorption ) , Out-

gassing and Permeation of Tritium through Materials

Evaluation of total Tritium Inventory in System,

vi) Detection of Tritium Leakage and Alarm System,

vii) Maintenance of each Unit of Tritium system and Repair in

Glove Box Installation of Remote Handling System.

viii) Advanced Tritium Recovery System.

ix) Tests on various Evacuation Systems Tritium-compatible

Oil-less Pump, Mechanical and Transfer Pumps,

x) Evaluation Method and Checking System of Personal Exposure

Dose to Tritium.
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5. Licensing Procedure

Since the tritium handling system is classified as the

radioactive isotope handling system, the licensing requirement ap-

plies to whole facility including the reacting plasma torus,

general support system and tritium handling system.

The granting of such a license is subject to meeting various

licensing prerequisites that aim at the protection of employees,

unrelated third persons and the general public. Thus, in some

cases, the experiments will be achieved in order to know whether

the safeties of unit, system and facility meet the licensing

prerequisites. It should be noted that the granting of a license

costs lots of money, time and man-power.
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i . Tentative Schedule o1 Trjtium Handl ing Technology
in Burning P lasma Project

1981 1902 1983 1984 1985 1986

Training at 10 Ci - level Facility.
Collecting Fundamental Data
in Design ot IO3Ci-level Facility.

Training at 103 Ci-level Facil i ty.
Test on Tr i t ium—Handl ing System
for Burning . 'Plasma.

Improvement ot Trit ium
Handling System for
Burn ing Plasma.

Experiment for Get t ing a License

Standard izat ion of
Tr i t ium Handl ing
System.
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Appendix

"On a New Type of D Ion Source Using Si-Semiconductor1

by

Hideo AKIKUNE

Plasma Physics laboratory,

kyoto University, Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto, Japan
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A p.ev: type of negative deuterium ion source for the high

energy neutral bean injector is proposed. The D ions are formed

via tv.'o steps cf processes, which are the dissociation of D and

electronic transition. The dissociation takes place curing dif-

fusing through Si-semiconductor from the opposite sice v;here D

gas is filled at about one atomspheric pressure. The D ions are

formed with the resonance transition of electron from the surface

of Si-semiconductor at the vacuum side. The hot electrons for

avalanche arising in the p-n junction in Si-semiconductor.

The atomic deuteriums in Si-crystal are considered to be al-

most in D state according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution,

l/(l+e "X F" -) , v;here e if the Fermi level and E ^ , which is

the energy level-of D atom in the Si-crystal, is expressed as

4
e m

Z = X = 1, 2,Z\ = ~ T ~ ^ 2,2 2 '
32 7T Eg . h A

where m is the effective mass of electron in the crystal, in =0.26
e e

m and e is the dielectric constant of Si-semiconductor,
s i

The D(ls) is formed through the following transition on the

surface of Si-semiconductor;

(a) D -r 2e •+ D(ls)+e (Auger neutralization)

(b) 1) D T + e •* D(2s)

2) D + e •* D(2p) J (resonance transition)

3) D(2s) + e -*• D(2s2)

4) D(2s) + e •+ D(2s2p) ) (resonance transition)

5) D(2p) + e •* D(2p2)

6) D{2s 2), D(2s2p), D(2p2) *D(ls)+ e (autodetachment

decay time : lO" 1 1 1 0 ~ 1 4 sec )
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7) D(2p) -»• D(la) (de-excitation)

8) D(2p or 2s) + e •+ D(ls) + e (Auger de-e;;citstion)

The D(lsls') is also formed from the resultant D(ls) through the

transition,

(c) D(ls) + e •* D(lsls') (resonance transition).

In this study the transition probabilities of (a), (b) 1 ) , 3) and

(c), which have large values, are estimated with calculation of

their matrix elements. The effective transition rates can be cal-

culated with the transition probabilities and the energy distribu-

tion of electron in the semiconductor. For example, the effective

transition rate of which D (lsls1) is calculated as follows;

m k9 Q
R l s l s, = n(E)

where n(E)AEfi is the hot electron number in energy element E,AE

and volume element fl, which is a cube having the dimension of

electron-phonon collision mean free path, H, , , is the matrix
-L S J. S

element, which

2 2 2

xsis j i isis J- ^ J-J J-7 12

D (lsls'), and
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•"lsls

3/2 R3/2

' (rl ' r 2 ) = ~ tf

a = 1.04 / aQ

B = 0.28 / aQ ,

a = l/a Q

where a is the Bohr radius.

Figure (1) shows the effective transition rates as a function

of distance from the surface; the solid lines represent the cal-

culated values, and dotted lines are approximations by exponential

function of distance.

The yields particles are calculated with the effective tran-

sition rates, assuming suitable formes of potential energy arising

from interaction between particles and the surface of . semiconduc-

tor. The kinetics shows that the D ions emerging from the sur-

face are almost converted into D(ls), provided that D formation

due to the recombenation of D(ls) is slower process.

The effective transition rate of D (isls1) formation is

smallest compaired with the rates of the other relevant transi-

tions. However, if the Van der Uaals force on D(ls) suppresses

its leaving from the surface, because the D ion formation element
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is operated at low temperature of about 150 C, the conversion to

D (isls1) from D(ls) will become highly efficient.

Figure (2) (a) shows a structure of D ion formation element.

The element consists of a bi-layer of Si-semiconductor and

vanadium. The thickness of both layers is chosen as the particle

flux due to diffusion comes to be a same value in the both layers

in case that the D gas pressure at the left side of the element is

about 1 atm. In such situation, the diffusing particle flux is

estimated as to be 32 mA/cm (equivalent current density). The

other parameters of element are as follows.

Acceptor density in p region : 5 10 cm

IP —"̂
Donor density in n region : 10 cm

Reverse voltage to ignite the avalanche : 23.5 V.

Figure (2) (b) shows the potential energy for electrons and the

transport of hot electrons to the surface.

On the basis of calculations, a conceptual design is made on

the D ion source. Figure (3) (a) shows the unit structure. The

vanadium plate is wedded air-tightly on a metal support having a

triangle ditch and bores admitting D • gas. The crystallized

silicon layer is made on vanadium late. Figure (3) (b) shows a

construction of 20 A D ion source.

Further studies on realizing this type of ion source are left

to be made; those are precise investigations on the interaction of

particle-surface and experimental investigations on makeup of the

element and on the D ion yield.
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